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As a result of increasing world population, decreasing amount of land available for agricultural production and global climate 
change, “access to food” started to be a real concern. In order to facilitate access to healthy and safe food, particular priority 
should be given to supporting agriculture sector which has an increasing strategic importance. 

Agriculture sector has a critical role in economic development, poverty reduction and maintenance of income balance and 
social subsistence of rural population. Although economic progress results in a declining share of agriculture sector in 
national employment and GDP, it is still the largest employer in many countries (especially in developing countries) and 
significantly contributes to the country’s overall GDP. 

Turkey has been experiencing a solid growth in recent years and agriculture sector is still one of the main components of the 
Turkish economy. According to TurkSTAT, agriculture sector constituted 7.9% of total GDP in 2012, while it was 8% and 
8.4% in 2011 and 2010, respectively. The average growth rate of Turkish agriculture sector in the last ten years was 
recorded as 12.16% (7.8% in 2012). The agricultural exports of Turkey in 2013 reached USD 17.74 billion (35% of total 
agricultural GDP) with an export coverage rate of 104.9%. In addition, agricultural employment has a share of 23.6% in 
total employment as of end 2013. 

In spite of its importance and contribution to the economy, Turkish agricultural sector consisting more than 3 million 
agricultural enterprises has a very small share in total loans. The share of agricultural loans among total loans was 4.2% in 
2012 and experienced a remarkable decline in 2013 and decreased to 3.5% (BRSA). The ratio of agricultural loans to 
agricultural GDP was 32.6% only, while the overall loan-to-GDP ratio was recorded at 73.2% in 2012. 

In order to strengthen the agriculture sector, enterprises of all sizes operating in this sector should have better access to 
finance. In this context, banks and the other financial institutions have a crucial role. However, until recently a kind of “agro-
pessimism” was witnessed in the Turkish banking sector and agri-lending has been perceived as risky by many commercial 
banks. The role of banks has been limited to provision of funding for large agricultural enterprises or financing large 
agricultural projects. Nonetheless, financing small-sized enterprises with accurate methods is of utmost importance for future 
development of the sector. 

EVOLUTION OF AGRICULTURAL EVOLUTION OF AGRICULTURAL EVOLUTION OF AGRICULTURAL EVOLUTION OF AGRICULTURAL BANKING BANKING BANKING BANKING IN TURKEYIN TURKEYIN TURKEYIN TURKEY    

Agricultural banking could be defined as granting loans to cover the financing needs in agricultural production and in the 
process from the farmers until the final consumer, development of banking products accordingly and creation of appropriate 
distribution channels.  

For many years, agriculture sector has been financed solely by Ziraat Bank, which was founded in 1863, and Turkish 
Agricultural Credit Cooperatives which conducted its activities under the directorship of Ziraat Bank for a long time period. 
The only exceptions of this situation were the financial contributions of Sekerbank and Milli Aydin Bank to the production of 
the partners of the unions of which they were among the main shareholders (PANKOBIRLIK and TARIS, respectively). 

Cash loans disbursed by the above mentioned bank and the cooperative to agricultural producers with collective and 
continuous guarantee of 20 – 30 farmers, and large input purchase loans disbursed to producer unions (Fiskobirlik, 
Çukobirlik, etc.) were the main instruments of agricultural banking for a long time. Controlled Agricultural Lending Policy of 
Ziraat Bank, implemented since 1960s till 1990s, played a quite important role in creating a project-based agricultural 
investment lending mechanism and integration of agriculture engineers into agricultural finance processes. These processes 
also led to increase the variety of agricultural finance products offered to the agricultural sector.  

The acquisition of Milli Aydin Bank (Tarisbank) by Denizbank as part of privatization policy could be received as a turning 
point in Turkish agricultural banking. Denizbank, facing a completely new customer group after the purchase of Tarisbank, 
used this as an advantage and led agricultural lending to be partly covered by the private banks. Increasing competitiveness 
in the other sectors also encouraged the banks to search for new areas. The other private banks discovered the potential in 
agriculture sector in time and 100% share of public banks in total agri-loans has shown a sharp decline. The share of Ziraat 
Bank in agricultural lending market went down to around 60% in spite of the monopoly of the bank on disbursement of 
subsidized loans and agricultural subsidies.  
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The table below shows the distribution of agricultural loans according to the bank groups in respect of ownership structure in 
the last 3 years.  

        2011201120112011    2012201220122012    2013201320132013    
Banks according to ownership Banks according to ownership Banks according to ownership Banks according to ownership 
structurestructurestructurestructure    

Total Agri loanTotal Agri loanTotal Agri loanTotal Agri loanssss    
(Billion TL)(Billion TL)(Billion TL)(Billion TL)    

ShareShareShareShare    
Total Agri loansTotal Agri loansTotal Agri loansTotal Agri loans    
(Billion TL)(Billion TL)(Billion TL)(Billion TL)    

ShareShareShareShare    
Total Agri loansTotal Agri loansTotal Agri loansTotal Agri loans    
(Billion TL)(Billion TL)(Billion TL)(Billion TL)    

ShareShareShareShare    

State ownedState ownedState ownedState owned    22.98 74.3% 22.75 69.7% 23.19  63.7% 
Foreign ownership Foreign ownership Foreign ownership Foreign ownership ––––privateprivateprivateprivate    2.85 9.2% 3.76 11.5% 5  13.7% 
Domestic Domestic Domestic Domestic ––––    privateprivateprivateprivate    5.1 16.5% 6.1 18.7% 8.2  22.5% 
TOTTOTTOTTOTALALALAL    30.93 100% 32.64 100% 36.4  100% 

Source: BRSA  

While total agri-loans disbursed by state-owned banks realized at a level of TL 22 – 23 billion for the last three years, decline 
in their share in total agri-loans in the sector indicates that the growth in total agri-loans mainly results from the increase in 
agricultural portfolios of private banks (domestic and foreign).  

After a while, banks’ perception of agricultural lending as “risky” has been replaced by the following approach: “a profitable 
business line when managed in a professional manner and the risks are put under control”. Confirming this approach, rate of 
non-performing loans in agriculture sector in 2013 has remained behind the NPL rates of maritime (9%), construction (4.4%) 
and textile (3.9%) sectors and was realized as 3.6% (sector average is 2.8%) (BRSA).  

The banks who aim at conducting agricultural banking activities in free market conditions with no government subsidies or 
interventions (except for Ziraat Bank), established agricultural credit allocation, marketing and sales departments at H/O, 
regional and branch levels and supported this organizational structure with the necessary HR, technical infrastructure, 
product range and various distribution channels. The new players in the sector who were formerly disbursing agricultural 
loans started to offer financial support to farmers and agricultural enterprises in a systematic manner by defining an 
agricultural banking vision and creating a professional approach to identify the needs of the producers correctly and mitigate 
the risks concerned. Considering the positive impact of increased competition in the sector on the cost of financing and 
service quality, it could be easily stated that the winning side would be Turkish agriculture and the Turkish farmers in the 
long run.  

SUGGESTIONS AND CRUCIAL POINTSSUGGESTIONS AND CRUCIAL POINTSSUGGESTIONS AND CRUCIAL POINTSSUGGESTIONS AND CRUCIAL POINTS        

With more than 50 years of experience, Frankfurt School of Finance & Management provides various consultancy services 
and training programmes on agricultural finance to Turkish banking sector in the last 4 years. In light of the knowledge and 
experiences obtained in many countries across the world including Turkey, crucial points to take into consideration and 
suggestions to the new players on agricultural banking could be summarized as follows:  
 

o Product Development: Product Development: Product Development: Product Development: Although agriculture sector mainly consists of crop production, animal husbandry and fishery 

production, the sector also features a wide range of production sub-disciplines and processes. With the recent “from 

farm to table” approach, the scope of agriculture sector can be extended to include not only the basic production but 

also warehousing, processing, packaging and marketing activities. Therefore, it is not possible to meet the demands 

of the sector properly without developing various and differentiated financial products.  

o Lending Mechanism:Lending Mechanism:Lending Mechanism:Lending Mechanism: Identification of the real financing need of each agricultural producer and mitigation of risks in 

agri-lending process require a sound and efficient lending mechanism. Only with a lending system specifically 

developed for agriculture sector, the risks could be controlled and the sector could be turned into a profitable 

business line.  

o Quick Credit Evaluation and Disbursement:Quick Credit Evaluation and Disbursement:Quick Credit Evaluation and Disbursement:Quick Credit Evaluation and Disbursement: In the agriculture sector, one day saves the whole season. Thus, it is vital 

to evaluate the loan application of the producer quickly and facilitate his access to finance when necessary. Due to 

the conditions out of control of the producers (i.e. natural events, market volatility etc.), a delay in credit allocation 

may lead to irreparable loss.  
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o Sustainability: Sustainability: Sustainability: Sustainability: The prerequisite of a sustainable agricultural banking approach is to ensure that the producers are 

making a sufficient income. Although it might be profitable in the short term, it is not possible for banks to have 

success in the long term without a win-win relationship with the agricultural producers.   

o Determination of Loan Maturity in line with the Production:Determination of Loan Maturity in line with the Production:Determination of Loan Maturity in line with the Production:Determination of Loan Maturity in line with the Production: The maturity of agricultural loans should be determined 

according to the specificities of respective agricultural production and the cash flow structure of the producer. The 

time period when the producer sells the product and receives his payment should be taken into account rather than 

harvesting period.  

o Correct Identification of Need: Correct Identification of Need: Correct Identification of Need: Correct Identification of Need: Access to finance shall not mean access to more than what you need. In agriculture 

sector the real financing need of the producers should be identified correctly and the producers should receive no 

more than their needs regardless of their income levels or demands. A loan amount exceeding the need of a 

producer will be used for financing of non-agricultural activities rather than agricultural production.     

o Human Resources:Human Resources:Human Resources:Human Resources: In order to gain advantage in increasing competition, it is of great importance to hire experienced 

and knowledgeable personnel in agricultural banking. Agriculture engineers who are able to communicate with 

farmers, identify their needs and guide them if necessary should be employed at the H/O, regional office and branch 

levels.    

o Client and Field VisitClient and Field VisitClient and Field VisitClient and Field Visits: s: s: s: The producers and their production performances should essentially be observed in the field. 

Agricultural banking cannot be done properly without touching soil, getting into mud or visiting a barn. Visiting an 

old style coffee house in a village might give you lots of insights on the repayment morality and production 

performances of the producers in the region. 

o Personal Guarantee and Collateral:Personal Guarantee and Collateral:Personal Guarantee and Collateral:Personal Guarantee and Collateral: In agricultural banking, it is very important to find a solvent guarantor with 

similar income period who will vouch for the producer in case of a failure to repay. As the loan amount increases, or 

in the case of medium- & long-term loans like investment loans, hard collateral options should be considered to 

secure the loan.  

o Farmer Registration System (CKS), InnovFarmer Registration System (CKS), InnovFarmer Registration System (CKS), InnovFarmer Registration System (CKS), Innovations and Potential Risks: ations and Potential Risks: ations and Potential Risks: ations and Potential Risks: It should be noted that CKS records, which are 

created based on the declaration of the producers, may contain untrue information for the purpose of benefiting 

from governmental support. TÜKAS Registration System, which was established under Agriculture Information 

System by Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Livestock, General Directorate of Agricultural Reforms, has recently been 

launched to supersede CKS. The system aims to provide records in parcels basing on national ID number and create a 

control mechanism via satellite relay by being integrated to Land Registry and Cadastre Information System (TAKBIS) 

and ministry-controlled Geographical Information System (CBS). Although currently some malfunctions are observed, 

once the system starts to function smoothly, it will eliminate the uncertainties of the models designed by using CKS 

and enable the correct identification of real financing needs of agricultural enterprises arising from their agricultural 

production.  

Not making a leasing agreement for agricultural activities conducted on rented land and registration of respective 

production in CKS (TÜKAS) system in the name of landowner creates a risk in terms of agricultural banking. In such a 

case, it is possible to over-finance the landowner who is registered in CKS (TÜKAS) and under-finance the producer 

who conducts agricultural production on rented land without a leasing agreement.  

o Agricultural insurance:Agricultural insurance:Agricultural insurance:Agricultural insurance: Producers should be encouraged to benefit from TARSIM insurance where the government 

covers 50% of the insurance premiums. TARSIM insurance will be reducing the risks of the banks.  

o Value Chain Finance: Value Chain Finance: Value Chain Finance: Value Chain Finance: Value Chain Finance / contractual production in agriculture is an approach of growing interest 

to banks and other stakeholders involved in value chains. In a field survey conducted by Frankfurt School in 2011, 

69.3% of the farmers interviewed referred to “not being able to anticipate price fluctuations” as their main problem 

in their businesses. By implementing innovative models such as value chain finance / contractual production, sales 

conditions of the producers could be improved. Besides coordinating cash flow cycles between contractual parties,  
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banks will receive guarantees of buyers as a security and will be able to minimize their risks together with the 

purchase guarantee and pre-determined sales price set through contract. 

o Agricultural Credit Card:Agricultural Credit Card:Agricultural Credit Card:Agricultural Credit Card: Agricultural credit card is a debit card also possessing the properties of both revolving and 

spot credit with its diversified utilities and maturity structure, respectively. The main function of these cards is to 

make the payment for the purchase of agricultural inputs from contracted merchants and cover the short-term 

financing needs of the producers. Supported by the arrangements comprising interest-free terms in provision of fuel, 

fertilizer and chemicals, the number of agricultural cards distributed to the producers reached 1 million across the 

country, becoming one of the most important financing products in the sector. Currently, each bank that has a long-

term interest in agricultural banking has introduced an agricultural credit card. It seems that agricultural card is a 

must in order to be able to compete and get a slice off the cake.  
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Frankfurt SFrankfurt SFrankfurt SFrankfurt School of Finance & Management chool of Finance & Management chool of Finance & Management chool of Finance & Management ––––    International Advisory Services International Advisory Services International Advisory Services International Advisory Services (IAS)(IAS)(IAS)(IAS)    

Frankfurt School of Finance & Management is a leading private business school founded in 1957 and based in Frankfurt am 

Main, Germany with 86 regional education centers throughout Germany and various joint ventures and programmes abroad.  

Since the early 1990s, International Advisory Services (formerly Bankakademie International) has been committed to 

providing consulting and training services and addressing the needs of different stakeholders in the financial sector. On 

behalf of various agencies and development finance institutions (such as ADB, EU, EIB, EBRD, GTZ, IFC, KfW, World Bank) 

International Advisory Services carries out projects across the globe with the overall aim to strengthen the financial sector 

and thus contribute to improving access to finance for low-end population. Currently, Frankfurt School is conducting projects 

in a broad range of focus areas such as promotion of renewable energy, climate finance innovation, financing clean energy 

technologies, promotion of gender equality, MSME lending, increasing sustainable forest management, microfinance 

promotion, human resource development, development of financing education, support to savings and credit associations, 

housing finance, risk & NPL management and product review, agricultural finance & agri-lending and training investment 

appraisal in agriculture.  
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